Policies and Procedures Have Changed:

In the past, formal Agency Abbreviation reports were posted to the DPB Website and mailed to certain central service agencies. These reports were static in nature and were produced once a year, even when new agencies were created along the way.

In recent years, with the enhancements being made to the Commonwealth’s financial systems, § 4-8.00 Reporting Requirements have been updated to encourage that reports be made available via electronic means and on a continuous basis, rather than in hard copy and once a year. In keeping with that concept, and with the implementation of the PB system to allow it, up-to-the-minute Chart of Accounts reports are now available on the DPB Website, including an Agency Report, COA2.0, that lists the Agency Abbreviations along with other agency level information. The reports are created in real-time from the live production tables of the PB system.

For a live listing of current Agency Abbreviations and other agency data fields, please reference the following COA2.0 report link to DPB’s Webpage for Chart of Accounts listings: